Abstract
Introduction
Compared with text, audio and image, video is human's favorite multimedia data type due to its abundant amount of information and intuitive experience. With rapid progress of computer and network technologies, the amount of video data increases fast, massive storage and frequent retrieval inevitably lead to huge spatio-temporal cost [1] , how to manage, classify and retrieve the massive video data efficiently becomes a challenging issue in the field of multimedia management, and then content-based video retrieval technology (CBVR) appears. Figure 1 shows a typical four-layer video structure from bottom to top, a corresponding CBVR system includes several technologies, such as shot boundary detection, video summary, video abstract, scene analysis, and so on, among which key frame extraction plays a critical role in video indexing, query and browse, and it is the connection between shot detection and advanced semantic information acquisition of video. Because of its importance, more and more attentions have been paid to key frame extraction in recent years.
Key frames are a subset of all still frames extracted from different video shots [2] , and can be theoretically defined as the most informative and representative frames that reflect most of the visual contents in one video [3] [4] . According to the definition, the purpose of key frame extraction algorithm is to extract correct and proper key frames from each video shot, which can perfectly represent the whole visual and semantic contents of the shot. Through key frame extraction, the amount of video storage can be compressed and the video indexing complexity can be decreased, which would speed up and simplify the work of quick browse and query. In general, the traditional key frame extraction methods can be categorized as shot boundary-based methods, motion analysis-based methods, clustering-based methods, visual content-based methods, compressed domain-based methods, etc. 
Related Work
In this section, the traditional key frame extraction methods, as well as some new methods appeared recently are briefly reviewed. After that, the compressive sensing concept and the motivation of the proposed method are introduced.
Existing Key Frame Extraction Methods
Shot boundary-based methods suppose that visual and semantic contents in one shot are mainly stable and change slightly, only the first, the last and the middle frames in each shot are selected as the key frames, which is obviously not robust to most videos. Motion analysis-based methods select key frames in local minimum through the computation of optical-flow, however, the computational cost is huge and the result is not always accurate. Clustering-based methods and visual content-based methods use the difference between adjacent frames to select key frames, and these two methods can be easily affected by noise and motion. Compressed domain-based methods use the compressed feature of frames to determine key frames, the efficiency relies on the compressed algorithm and few features could be used, which leads to the instability.
Some novel and improved key frame extraction methods are presented recently. X. Liu, et al [1] proposed a method based on Maximum a Posteriori (MAP) to estimate the positions of key frames. N. Ejaz, et al. [2] proposed an aggregation mechanism to combine the visual features extracted from the correlation of RGB color channels, the color histogram and the moments of inertia to extract key frames. Q. Xu, et al [3, 5] developed a Jensen-Shannon divergence, Jensen-Rényi divergence and Jensen-Tsallis divergence-based approach to measure the difference between neighboring frames and extract key frames. J.L. Lai, et al [6] used a saliency-based visual attention model and selected the frames with maximum saliency value as key frames. M. Kumar, et al [7] analyzed the spatio-temporal information of the video by sparse representation and used a normalized clustering method to generate clusters, the middle frame in each temporal order-sorted cluster was selected as a key frame.
Despite that numerous methods have been presented in the literature, key frame extraction remains a challenging and difficult problem due to the complexity and diversity of video data. An excellent key frame extraction algorithm requires not only fast processing speed, but also accurate results, however, the methods discussed previously either use single feature of frame which lead to the inaccuracy or use multi-features of frame which lead to the increase of computation complexity. In this paper, a simple yet efficient algorithm based on unsupervised clustering and compressive sensing is proposed to address the problem mentioned above.
Compressive Sensing
Dimensionality reduction and signal reconstruction are basic research areas in the field of pattern recognition. Compressive sensing (CS) [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] is a novel and effective sampling theory proposed in last decades, which can reconstruct original signal with the frequency that is much smaller than Nyquist frequency. It is well-known that high dimensional signal sampling can be formulated as follow:
Where x means the K-sparse original signal and y means the sampled one, Φ is a m×n measurement matrix. As compressive sensing theory shows that when n>>m, y can reconstruct x with high probability if Φ satisfies the condition of Restricted Isometry Property (RIP), which is shown below as equation (2):
Where u i and u j are two arbitrary high dimensional signals with the same K-basis, v i and v j are the corresponding samplings computed by (1),  is a small positive number between 0 and 1. It is known that some special types of matrices [13] , such as random Gaussian matrix, Fourier matrix and symmetric Bernoulli matrix have the characteristics of RIP. In other words, if matrix Φ satisfies RIP condition, it is easy to reconstruct original signal from its sampling. It has been mentioned that several types of matrices satisfy the condition of Restricted Isometry Property, however, these matrices are dense and have a number of nonzero elements, which can cause huge computational cost during the processing. In general, a practical matrix with fewer nonzero elements is defined as follow:
Where P means the probability and  is a parameter that controls the number of nonzero elements. It has been proved that if
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Apparently, the number of nonzero elements in Φ is determined by  , besides 
P. Li, et al [8] suggest that the former equation in (4) can achieve significant speedup with little loss in accuracy. However, even the dimensionality of a lowresolution frame could reach 10 4 , the one of a high-resolution frame would be even much higher, which directly leads to a lot of nonzero elements in Φ. In this paper, the latter equation in (4) is alternatively employed because it can exponentially decrease the number of nonzero elements in Φ, and only a few elements need to be computed, which significantly speeds up the computation.
Motivation of the Proposed Algorithm
Video data is composed of numerous frames and needs more amount of storage than any other types of multimedia documents. For example, a common 90 minutes' film with 720P resolution (1280×720) contains about 160,000 frames with 920,000 pixels each, needs about 3GB storage space. It is no doubt that direct use of all features in one frame would produce huge amount of computation as well as expensive cost of memory, however, the accuracy would decrease if only few features in one frame are used, because the preserved information about the frame is not adequate.
As mentioned in 2.2, compressive sensing theory shows that even a low dimensional signal could contain adequate information to reconstruct the original high dimensional signal, in other words, the low dimensional signal can not only efficiently speed up the computation, but also nearly be as accurate as the high dimensional one. Motivated strongly by the CS theory, a sparse matrix similar to (3) is adopted in this paper, which acts as a transition between high and low dimensional signals, after that, key frame extraction will use the low dimensional features of frames instead of those high dimensional ones, and the processing speed would be very fast even though the original dimensionality of frames is very high. Meanwhile, as proved by CS theory, these low dimensional features preserve almost the entire information of the corresponding high dimensional ones, the accuracy would be hardly affected at all.
Proposed Algorithm
The proposed algorithm is presented in detail in this section. The whole process can be mainly divided into four steps, including high dimensional feature construction, low dimensional feature generation, sub-shot segmentation and key frame extraction, as shown in Figure 2 .
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High Dimensional Feature Construction
In this step, a very high dimensional feature of each frame would be constructed by three types of filters with various scales. In general, a high dimensional representation of an image is often processed by convolving the image with several filters or templates, as shown in equation (5):
Where f is an image, f h is the high dimensional representation of f, Z is a filter or template, symbol "*" means convolution.
Considering the diversity of video frames, it is not reasonable to use only one filter with various scales to generate high dimensional representation of each frame, sometimes pixels near the center of filter should be given larger weights and pixels far away from the center of filter should be given smaller weights, on the contrary, sometimes all pixels should be given the same weights, the strategy used to assign weights is up to the types of frames, different strategies should be used even in the same video. In this paper, three types of filters with various scales including anisotropic average filter, median filter and Gaussian filter, are employed to address the problem mentioned previously, as shown in equation (6) 
Where f is a frame, f h is the high dimensional representation of f, F is one of the specified filters, symbol "*" means convolution and symbol " " means concatenation, w and h are width and height of the frame, respectively. In our experiments, when scale of filter exceeds a certain range, the image produced by convolution between frame and filter losses most of the information so that it is useless in subsequent process, as shown in Figure 3 . According to this consideration, the maximum scale of each filter is less aggressively limited to 40 percent of original frame width and height in order to contain more useful and positive information in high dimensional representation of frame. With (6), the high dimensional representation of each frame would be produced and used as the high dimensional feature of each frame. 
Low Dimensional Feature Generation
Once high dimensional feature of each frame is constructed, the next step is to project it to low dimensional space and generate corresponding low dimensional feature. As mentioned above, compressive sensing is employed in this step, firstly a very sparse random projection matrix Φ that satisfies condition of RIP is constructed, and here equation (3) and the latter equation in (4) are employed because fewer nonzero elements would be produced, which results in faster computation speed and lower memory requirement. In a word, the process of this step can be formulated as follow:
Where l f is the low dimensional feature of h f . Suppose that the magnitude of high dimensional feature n is 10 p , it is easy to know from (4) that the probability of nonzero elements in Φ is about p/n, which means the
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Sub-Shot Segmentation
A shot is a set of frames captured by one camera in a continuous time period. The early literatures often assumed that the visual contents change slightly in one shot. However, it is not true in most video sequences which produces the necessity of sub-shot segmentation in one shot. In this section, a simple yet efficient unsupervised clusteringbased approach is proposed to accomplish sub-shot segmentation.
Suppose that S is a correctly detected shot, firstly the low dimensional feature of each frame in S can be computed using (6) and (7), the corresponding feature column vector group of S would be obtained, which is described as follow:
Where i l f means the low dimensional feature of the i-th frame. Secondly, j l f , which is the first frame that does not belong to any class is initialized as C k , which represents the center of the new class k, then adjusted cosine similarity (acs) is employed as the similarity measurement between C k and
Where the symbol "¯" is used to generate a vector in which all elements are average value of the specified vector, if S(
) is larger than a threshold α (α=0.7 in this paper),
is regarded as a part of k-class, then C k and subscript j are modified as follow:
is a weight value which is used to balance the importance of C k and 1 j l  f , we consider that the visual contents always vary with time, so that 0 . 4 9   is adopted, which means the new center of each class is slightly more dependent on
) is less than α, the current clustering is ended and a new clustering would start in the same way.
The traditional cosine similarity is more sensitive to the angle between two vectors than to the value difference, so adjusted cosine similarity is adopted to avoid this problem. The total flowchart of sub-shot segmentation is shown in Figure 4 .
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Key Frame Extraction
Shot S is segmented into a set of sub-shots after sub-shot segmentation presented in 3.3. The visual contents keep stable in each sub-shot so that only one key frame needs to be extracted to represent the sub-shot. Assume that there are totally k sub-shots in S, as illustrated in Figure 5 . The final step of our algorithm is how to extract the most proper frame from every sub-shot as the key frame and construct a set of key frames to describe shot S. The class center is the core of all elements in the same class. A naive and natural strategy to extract key frame from each sub-shot is to extract the frame nearest to the class center, which is formulated as follow:
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Where P is the position of the key frame in i-th sub-shot, C i is the class center of i-th sub-shot, and 
Where x, y are two samples and p u , q u are their respective distributions.
Experiments
Five different video clips are used in this work to test and evaluate the performance of the proposed method, the first one is a basketball match containing 140 frames and 5 shots, the second one is a news report containing 399 frames and 5 shots, the third one is an advertisement containing 917 frames and 24 shots, the fourth and fifth ones are MTVs, the former contains 2769 frames and 135 shots and the latter contains 5406 frames and 171 shots. All the key frames are marked manually as the ground truth.
Qualitative and quantitative tests are both conducted in the experiments. For most of the key frame extraction methods, the recall rate would reach 100% if the threshold is set properly. The usual strategy is that redundant key frames are permitted, but missed key frames are not accepted, so the criterion used in quantitative test and comparison is the maximum precision rate under 100% recall rate, as shown in (13):
Where k is the number of key frames extracted correctly, and f is the number of key frames extracted falsely. Methods in [5] and [6] are compared with our proposed algorithm in order to demonstrate the efficiency and accuracy of our work. Table 1 and Figure 6 show the quantitative test results in 5 video clips mentioned above, Figure 7 to Figure 11 partially illustrate the qualitative results in chronological order. The experimental results show that the proposed method could extract key frames from video more efficiently and properly. Because missed key frames would reduce the experience and lead to incomplete understanding and description, the strategy of key frame extraction should be emphasized again, that is, redundant key frames are permitted, but missed key frames are not accepted. The redundant key frames are mainly produced International Journal of Multimedia and Ubiquitous Engineering Vol. 10, No.11 (2015) 396 Copyright ⓒ 2015 SERSC by falsely sub-shot segmentation, especially in those videos with complex motions and special effects.
Conclusion
In this paper, an efficient key frame extraction algorithm that exploits compressive sensing and unsupervised clustering is proposed. Because of the excellent property of the sparse transition matrix, the process that produces the low dimensional feature is fast and could conduct offline with few demands for memory and computation. The sub-shot segmentation is accomplished in order to extract key frames more accurately. Compared with other two mainstream algorithms, our proposed method works more efficiently and properly in the five test videos. The false sub-shot segmentation and redundant key frames are unavoidable because only low-level features of frames are used, which are not enough to precisely represent frames. Future work would mainly be focused on the application of semantic feature in key frame extraction.
